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Abstract

Power estimation in combinational modules is addressed from a probabilistic

point ofview. The zero-delay hypothesis is considered and under highly correlated
input streams, the activities at the primary outputs and all internal nodes are
estimated. For the first time, the relationship between logical and probabilistic
domains is investigated and two new concepts - conditional independence and
isotropy of signals - are brought into attention. Based on them, a sufficient
condition for analyzing complex dependencies is given. In the most general case,
the conditional independence problem has been shown to be NP-complete and
thus appropriate heuristics are presented to estimate switching activity. Detailed
experiments demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the method. The results
reported here are useful in low power design.



1. Introduction

Power estimation has demonstrated already its importance in today's electronics. With the growing need

for low-power devices, power analysis and optimization techniques have become crucial tasks
challenging the CAD community from the architectural to the device level. The key issue in power
analysis was from the very beginning switching activity estimation because charging and discharging
different load capacitances is by far the most important source of energy dissipation in digital CMOS
circuits. Power estimation techniques must be fast and accurate in order to be applicable in practice. Not

surprisingly, these two requirements interfere with one another and at some point they become
contradictory. General simulation techniques can provide sufficient accuracy, but the price we have to
pay for that is too high; one can extract switching activity information by exhaustive simulation onsmall
circuits, but it is unrealistic to rely on simulation results for largercircuits. Few years ago, probabilistic
techniques came into the picture and demonstrated their feasibility at least for limited purposes [1], [3];
at that time, it was a good bargain to process combinational and sequential circuits in a few seconds even
if theresults provided by such an analysis were inaccurate for practical purposes. The reason behind this
inaccuracy is that the results were extracted using only the circuit description and assuming the input
independence. Signal probability estimation techniques based on global Ordered Binary decision
Diagrams (OBDDs) can capture dependencies among internal signal lines, but they are impractical to use
on anything other than fairly small circuits [2]. Common digital circuits are dominated by the
reconvergent fan-out (RFO) problem; over the years, people working in testing, timing and more recently
in power areas have been faced with difficult problems arising from the fan-out reconvergence, mostly
when they want to calculate the signal probability [3], [4], [5]. In general, accounting for structural
dependencies is a difficult task but when combined with temporal dependencies on circuit inputs is even
harder; unfortunately, power estimation techniques must consider all of these dependecies in order to
produce accurate results. Let us consider a simple case to illustrate these concepts.

The circuit in Fig.l is fed successively by three input sequences, Sj, S2 and S3; Sj is an exhaustive

random sequence, S2 is also an exhaustive sequence generated by a 3-bit counter andS3 is obtained by a

'faulty' 3-bit counter. All three sequences have the same signal probability on lines x, y and c (p = 0.5),
but even intuitively they are completely different. There are two other measures which differentiate these
sequences, namely transition and conditional probabilities, and switching activity calculations should
rely on them. In fact, these sequences exercise the circuit such that the number of transitions Nb N2, N3

on each signal line a, b, z becomes quite different once we feed Sh S2, or *% respectively. In order to

accurately compute the number of transitions, calculations based on signal probabilities should
undoubtedly account for the influence of reconvergent fan-out, specifically in the previous figure, a and
b cannot be considered independent signal lines. This problem could be solved (but only for small
circuits) by building global OBDD's in terms of primary inputs, but even so, neglecting the correlations
among primary inputs can lead to incorrect results. As we see in this example, assuming input
independence for sequences S2 and S3, is an unrealistic hypothesis because the patterns in each of them

are temporally correlated (forexample, each pattern in sequence S2 is obtained from the previous oneby
adding a binary 1).Even more than that, transitions as 0 -> 1 or 1 -» 0 on apparently independent signal
lines (like x and c in Fig. 1) are correlated and a detailed analysis on these input streams will reveal








































